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“We are ultrasound professionals.”

Exclusively for those who demand the highest quality diagnoses for their patients in the
most challenging of cases, the E-CUBE 15 consistently delivers speed, throughput, and
accuracy that are unmatched in the medical sonography industry.
The all-new E-CUBE 15 system seamlessly integrates ALPINION proprietary technologies
for imaging engines and single-crystal transducers into a cohesive and intuitive solution
package.
The union of ALPINION’s unique FleXcan Architecture™ hardware together with an
embedded software suite that is fast and totally upgradeable promises you, the user,
world-class speed and performance for many years to come.
Each diagnostic application is individually addressed by E-CUBE 15 with a specialized
software solution that will allow you to effortlessly select between its multifunction
capabilities to combine accuracy with the highest patient throughput.

The new ALPINION single-crystal transducers that are available exclusively on the E-CUBE 15 span the entire diagnostic
frequency range for maximum penetration, outstanding detail resolution, and dependable repeatability. The ergonomics and
user convenience features of the E-CUBE 15 and its transducers have been designed and perfected to achieve the same high
standards as its acoustic performance characteristics.

SensitiView Technology™
In ultrasound general, an amplified Rx signal
determines quality of fundamental image
CSA
resolution and penetration. ALPINION’s unique
and proprietary acoustic technology,
‘SensitiView Technology’ maximizes the
amplified Rx signal with minimal energy reduction and results in accurate images with great sensitivity and maximal dynamic
range. The SensitiView consists of the advanced technology -‘Clear Signal AmplifierTM’(CSATM) board that enables to maximize
the efficiency in the process of converting into electrical signal-, and innovative materials such as low loss windows, and
optimally designed engineering architecture of ALPINION’s transducer.
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MicroFit Technology™
The MicroFit technology is defined as the ALPINION’s innovative transducer design that maintains perfectly optimized
conditions for performance and enhanced design ergonomics. The innovative ALPINION’s transducer design has resulted
in smaller and light-weight transducers with better ergonomics that reduce operator fatigue. Special attention is paid to
the transducer cable, which is the lightest and most flexible in the ultrasound industry, further reducing the strain on the
operator. Image quality is preserved under all conditions with the tough and robust connectors, which utilize the latest micropinless interconnect technology. The ALPINION’s innovative design technology, the MicroFit Technology, which is applied to all
ALPINION’s transducer sets maximizes user satisfaction in design and performance.

Crystal Signature™
Crystal Signature™ is ALPINION’s unique single crystal technology and is a core component in all our systems.Single-crystal
materials in our transducers afford major advantages over conventional piezoceramic, including greater sensitivity, wider
bandwidth, and improved efficiency resulting in less waste heat. Careful wide-band matching of transducer impedances gives
the E-CUBE 15 cleaner harmonic images. The long-recognized superiority of single-crystal acoustic materials is finally available in a
full suite of affordable, reliable, practical transducer solutions because of the engineering breakthroughs pioneered by ALPINION.

Crafted Transducer Set for E-CUBE 15
The premium transducer set designed and built exclusively for the all-new E-CUBE 15 system is the key to its sensitivity - and to
your ability to quickly and accurately diagnose with confidence across the entire spectrum of applications. In 2D or in color Doppler
mode, the ALPINION single-crystal phased array transducer sets a new standard for cardiovascular imaging. The ALPINION convex
probes for general imaging are the largest single-crystal transducers in the world, and they afford the user unmatched penetration
and the power to differentiate the subtlest of tissue characteristics. Superior design allows ALPINION linear transducers to
distinguish tissue margins and image a needle tip for guidance, even in the difficult environment of the breast.

ALPINION introduces the FleXcan Architecture™ - an innovative open-scan software package that can be continuously and
conveniently upgraded. ALPINION provides consistently high-quality performance that is ideal for a dynamically changing
diagnostic environment. ALPINION is proud to offer equipment that can cope with dynamic circumstances and changing work
environments. The E-CUBE 15 is designed for a user-oriented scanning environment that provides technological-workflow
features that are embedded to scan all types of patients regardless of application.

FleXcan Architecture™
Important and essential requirements for ultrasound equipment are durability, upgradability, consistent image quality.
ALPINION focuses on developing technology for superb image quality. The FleXcan ArchitectureTM system of software-driven
hardware ensures stable imaging performance and upgradeability. The E-CUBE 15 will retain its its resilience and economic value
into the future with upgraded technology and software, providing high-quality images and long-term performance benefits.

Optimal Imaging Suite™
The Optimal Imaging Suite™ is representative of ALPINION’s imaging processing technology for artifact removal. Users can
selectively create optimized images for any application, such as through edge enhancement.
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The specialized diagnostic software of E-CUBE 15 provides highly optimized images for a variety of diagnoses. The multifunctional capabilities of E-CUBE 15 allow more patients to be diagnosed accurately in less time by providing dedicated images
for each application area.

Cardiovascular specialized software
strain, stress, echo master, auto IMT, panoramic B/CF, Auto trace PW, anatomical M-mode

Auto IMT
Auto IMT one-touch button instantly delivers the results of arterial wall-thickness
measurements, providing accurate diagnoses of cardiovascular disease.

Strain & Stress ECHO
Ultrasonic Strain & Stress Echo offer an accurate diagnosis of cardiac disorders by
quantifying one-dimensional myocardial deformation.

Echo Master
Echo Master software consolidates solutions for cardiac disease in a convenient and
accurate measurement of the heart disease index.

General Imaging specialized software
compounding, frequency compounding, FullSRI, THI, Xpeed™

Through ALPINION’s core technologies, E-CUBE 15 provides high-definition
general imaging.

FullSRI
FullSRI™ is ALPINION’s unique speckle-reduction filtering technology that minimizes
artifacts and enhances tissue edge boundaries. Enjoy an optimal diagnosis that is
ideal for internal medicine through clean and subtle images.

Xpeed™
Xpeed™ is a one-button optimization tool for efficient diagnostic flow. Optimizing
images of 2D and color flow speeds diagnostic procedures.

Women’s Health specialized software
Enhanced Needle Tip Visualization

Enhanced Needle Tip
Visualization
The Enhanced Needle Tip Visualization
software tool provides high-resolution
images of the tissue surrounding the
needle tip, and shows the target location
for accurate delivery.
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The E-CUBE 15 provides a user-oriented design for optimal
efficiency and convenience in a variety of environments.
ALPINION maximizes efficiency with a mechanical design that
is tuned for user convenience, with automated and ergonomic
features for efficient workflow.

Adjustable height and a fully
automated console
We offer a powered adjustable-height console to accommodate patient physical
limitations, enabling the examination of any patient in a comfortable position.
Enjoy the pleasure and convenience of a custom-designed system with a fully
automated console that is height-adjustable up to 330mm.

flexible monitor arm
The flexible monitor arm can be turned 360° to provide
convenience and optimal ergonomics for both users and patients.

The 10.4” touch screen
The 10.4” touch screen monitor enhances diagnostic
efficiency and streamlines tasks.

intelligent key control panel
The control panel and user-defined intelligent keys are designed
based on extensive analysis of user workflow patterns.

transducer connector door
The transducer connector door prevents buildup of dust
and residue, ensuring stable and reliable performance.

About ALPINION MEDICAL SYSTEMS
ALPINION Medical Systems was established in 2007 as a true value innovator
in the imaging technology field for diagnostic ultrasound imaging systems,
therapeutic ultrasound systems (HIFU), and advanced piezoelectric and single
crystal transducer technologies. The ILJIN Group (ALPINION’s sole shareholder)
was established in 1967 and is a major Korean business group with a turnover of
USD 2 billion (FY 2011) and 2,500 employees globally. The ILJIN Group has business
scopes that include industrial materials and components, electricity, networks,
construction, medical, broadcasting, and finance.
For more information about ALPINION, visit our website at www.ALPINION.com.
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